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Abstract

We propose a pool-based non-parametric active learning algorithm for general met-
ric spaces, called MArgin Regularized Metric Active Nearest Neighbor (MARMANN),
which outputs a nearest-neighbor classifier. We give prediction error guarantees that de-
pend on the noisy-margin properties of the input sample, andare competitive with those
obtained by previously proposed passive learners. We provethat the label complexity
of MARMANN is significantly lower than that of any passive learner with similar error
guarantees. Our algorithm is based on a generalized sample compression scheme and a
new label-efficient active model-selection procedure.

1 Introduction

In this paper we propose a non-parametric pool-based activelearning algorithm for general
metric spaces, which outputs a nearest-neighbor classifier. The algorithm is named MArgin
Regularized Metric Active Nearest Neighbor (MARMANN). In pool-based active learning
[McCallum and Nigam, 1998] a collection of random examples is provided, and the algo-
rithm can interactively query an oracle to label some of the examples. The goal is good
prediction accuracy, while keeping the label complexity (the number of queried labels) low.
MARMANN receives a pool of unlabeled examples in a general metric space, and outputs a
variant of the nearest-neighbor classifier. The algorithm obtains a prediction error guarantee
that depends on a noisy-margin property of the input sample,and has a provably smaller label
complexity than any passive learner with a similar guarantee.

The theory of active learning has received considerable attention in the past decade [e.g.,
Dasgupta, 2004, Balcan et al., 2007, 2009, Hanneke, 2011, Hanneke and Yang, 2015]. Ac-
tive learning has been mostly studied in a parametric setting (that is, learning with respect
to a fixed hypothesis class with a bounded capacity). Variousstrategies have been analyzed
for parametric classification [e.g., Dasgupta, 2004, Balcan et al., 2007, Gonen et al., 2013,
Balcan et al., 2009, Hanneke, 2011, Awasthi et al., 2013].

The potential benefits of active learning for non-parametric classification in metric spaces
are less well understood. The paradigm of cluster-based active learning [Dasgupta and Hsu,
2008] has been shown to provide label savings under some distributional clusterability as-
sumptions [Urner et al., 2013, Kpotufe et al., 2015]. Certain active learning methods for near-
est neighbor classification are known to be Bayes consistent[Dasgupta, 2012], and an active
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querying rule, based solely on information in the unlabeleddata, has been shown to be benefi-
cial for nearest neighbors under covariate shift [Berlind and Urner, 2015]. Castro and Nowak
[2007] analyze minimax rates for a class of distributions inEuclidean space, characterized
by decision boundary regularity and noise conditions. However, no active non-parametric
strategy for general metric spaces, with label complexity guarantees for general distributions,
has been proposed so far. Here, we provide the first such algorithm and guarantees.

The passive nearest-neighbor classifier is popular among theorists and practitioners alike
[Fix and Hodges, 1989, Cover and Hart, 1967, Stone, 1977, Kulkarni and Posner, 1995]. This
paradigm is applicable in general metric spaces, and its simplicity is an attractive feature
for both implementation and analysis. When appropriately regularized [e.g. Stone, 1977,
Devroye and Györfi, 1985, von Luxburg and Bousquet, 2004, Gottlieb et al., 2010, Kontorovich and Weiss,
2015] this type of learner can be made Bayes-consistent. Another desirable property of
nearest-neighbor-based methods is their ability to generalize at a rate that scales with the
intrinsic data dimension, which can be much lower than that of the ambient space [Kpotufe,
2011, Gottlieb et al., 2014a, 2016a, Chaudhuri and Dasgupta, 2014]. Furthermore, margin-
based regularization makes nearest neighbors ideally suited for sample compression, which
yields a compact representation, faster classification runtime, and improved generalization
performance [Gottlieb et al., 2014b, Kontorovich and Weiss, 2015]. The resulting error guar-
antees can be stated in terms of the sample’s noisy-margin, which depends on the distances
between differently-labeled examples in the input sample.

Our contribution. We proposeMARMANN, a non-parametric pool-based active learn-
ing algorithm that obtains an error guarantee competitive with that of a noisy-margin-based
passive learner, but can provably use significantly fewer labels. This is the first non-parametric
active learner for general metric spaces that achieves prediction error that is competitive with
passive learning for general distributions, and provably improves label complexity.

Our approach. Previous passive learning approaches to classification using nearest-
neighbor rules under noisy-margin assumptions [Gottlieb et al., 2014b, 2016b] provide statis-
tical guarantees using sample compression bounds [Graepelet al., 2005]. These guarantees
depend on the number of noisy labels relative to an optimal margin scale. A central chal-
lenge in the active setting is performing model selection (selecting the margin scale) with a
low label complexity. A key insight that we exploit in this work is that by designing a new la-
beling scheme for the compression set, we can construct the compression set and estimate its
error with label-efficient procedures. We obtain statistical guarantees for this approach using
a generalized sample compression analysis. We derive a label-efficient (as well as compu-
tationally efficient) active model-selection procedure. This procedure finds a good scale by
estimating the sample error for some scales, using a small number of active querying rounds.
Crucially, unlike cross-validation, our model-selectionprocedure does not require a number
of labels that depends on the worst possible scale, nor does it test many scales. This allows
our label complexity bounds to be low, and to depend only on the final scale selected by the
algorithm.

Paper outline. We define the setting and notations in Section 2. In Section 3we provide
our main result, Theorem 3.2, giving error and label complexity guarantees forMARMANN.
Section 4 shows how to set the nearest neighbor rule for a given scale, and Section 5 describes
the model selection procedure. Some of the analysis is deferred to the Appendix.
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2 Setting and notations

We consider learning in a general metric space(X , ρ), whereX is a set andρ is the metric on
X . Our problem setting is that ofclassificationof the instance spaceX into some finite label
setY. Assume that there is some distributionD overX × Y, and letS ∼ Dm be a labeled
sample of sizem, wherem is an integer. Denote the sequence of unlabeled points inS by
U(S). We sometimes treatS andU(S) as multisets, since the order is unimportant. The error
of a classifierh : X → Y onD is denotederr(h,D) := P[h(X) 6= Y ], where(X,Y ) ∼ D.
The empirical error on a labeled sampleS instantiates toerr(h, S) = 1

|S|
∑

I[h(X) 6= Y ].
A passive learner receives a labeled sampleSin as input. An active learner receives the unla-
beled part of the sampleUin := U(Sin) as input, and is allowed to adaptively select examples
from Uin and request their label fromSin. When either learner terminates, it outputs a clas-
sifier ĥ : X → Y, with the goal of achieving a lowerr(ĥ,D). An additional goal of the
active learner is to achieve a performance competitive withthat of the passive learner, while
querying considerably fewer labels.

The diameter of a setA ⊆ X is defined bydiam(A) := supa,a′∈A ρ(a, a
′). Denote the

index of the closest point inU to x ∈ X by κ(x, U) := argmini:xi∈U ρ(x, xi). We assume
here and throughout this work that when there is more than oneminimizer forρ(x, xi), ties
are broken arbitrarily (but in a consistent fashion). For a set Z ⊆ X , denoteκ(Z,U) :=
{κ(z, U) | z ∈ Z}. Any labeled sampleS = ((xi, yi))i∈[k] naturally induces the nearest-
neighbor classifierhnnS : X → Y, viahnnS (x) := yκ(x,U(S)).

For x ∈ X , and t > 0, denote byball(x, t) the (closed) ball of radiust aroundx:
ball(x, t) := {x′ ∈ X | ρ(x, x′) ≤ t}. Thedoubling dimension, the effective dimension of
the metric space, which controls generalization and runtime performance of nearest-neighbors
[Kpotufe, 2011, Gottlieb et al., 2014a], is defined as follows. Letλ = λ(X ) be the small-
est number such that every ball inX can be covered byλ balls of half its radius, where
all balls are centered at points ofX . Formally,λ(X ) := min{λ ∈ N : ∀x ∈ X , r >
0, ∃x1, . . . , xλ ∈ X : ball(x, r) ⊆ ∪λi=1ball(xi, r/2)}. Then the doubling dimension of
X is defined byddim(X ) := log2 λ. In line with modern literature, we work in the low-
dimension, big-sample regime, where the doubling dimension is assumed to be constant and
hence sample complexity and algorithmic runtime may dependon it exponentially. This ex-
ponential dependence is unavoidable, even under margin assumptions, as previous analysis
[Kpotufe, 2011, Gottlieb et al., 2014a] and our lower bound and Theorem B.1 in Appendix
B indicate.

A setA ⊆ X is t-separatedif infa,a′∈A:a 6=a′ ρ(a, a′) ≥ t. ForA ⊆ B ⊆ X , the setA
is a t-net of B if A is t-separated andB ⊆ ⋃a∈A ball(a, t). Constructing a minimum size
t-net for a general setB is NP-hard [Gottlieb and Krauthgamer, 2010], however efficient
procedures exist for constructing somet-net [Krauthgamer and Lee, 2004, Gottlieb et al.,
2014b]. The size of anyt-net is at most2ddim(B) times the smallest possible size (see Lemma
A.1 in the Appendix). In addition, the size of anyt-net is at most⌈diam(B)/t⌉ddim(X )+1

[Krauthgamer and Lee, 2004]. Throughout the paper, we fix a deterministic procedure for
constructing at-net, and denote its output for a multisetU ⊆ X by Net(U, t). LetPar(U, t)
be a partition ofX into regions induced byNet(U, t), that is: forNet(U, t) = {x1, . . . , xN},
definePar(U, t) := {P1, . . . , PN}, wherePi = {x ∈ X | κ(x,Net(U, t)) = i}. For t > 0,
denoteN (t) := |Net(Uin, t)|. For a labeled multisetS ⊆ X × Y and y ∈ Y, denote
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Sy := {x | (x, y) ∈ S}; in particular,U(S) = ∪y∈YSy.

3 Main results

Non-parameteric binary classification admits performanceguarantees that scale with the
sample’s noisy-margin [von Luxburg and Bousquet, 2004, Gottlieb et al., 2010, 2016b]. We
say that a labeled multisetS is (ν, t)-separated, for ν ∈ [0, 1] and t > 0 (representing a
margin t with noiseν), if one can remove aν-fraction of the points inS, and in the re-
sulting multiset, points with different labels are at leastt-far from each other. Formally,
S is (ν, t)-separated if there exists a subsampleS̃ ⊆ S such that|S \ S̃| ≤ ν|S| and
∀y1 6= y2 ∈ Y, a ∈ S̃y1 , b ∈ S̃y2 , we haveρ(a, b) ≥ t. For a given labeled sampleS,
denote byν(t) the smallest valueν such thatS is (ν, t)-separated. Gottlieb et al. [2016b]
propose a passive learner with the following guarantees as afunction of the separation ofS.
Settingα := m/(m−N), define the following form of a generalization bound:

GB(ǫ,N, δ,m, k) := αǫ+
2

3

(N + 1) log(mk) + log(1δ )

m−N +
3√
2

√

αǫ((N + 1) log(mk) + log(1δ ))

m−N .

Theorem 3.1 (Gottlieb et al. [2016b]). Letm be an integer,Y = {0, 1}, δ ∈ (0, 1). There
exists a passive learning algorithm that returns a nearest-neighbor classifierhnnSpas

, where
Spas ⊆ Sin, such that, with probability1− δ,

err(hnnSpas
,D) ≤ min

t>0:N (t)<m
GB(ν(t),N (t), δ,m, 1).

The passive algorithm of Gottlieb et al. [2016b] generatesSpas of size approximately
N (t) for the optimal scalet > 0 (found by searching over all scales), removing the|Sin|ν(t)
points that obstruct thet-separation between different labels inSin, and then selecting a
subset of the remaining labeled examples to formSpas, so that the examples are at-net
for Sin. We propose a different approach for generating a compression set for a nearest-
neighbor rule. This approach, detailed in the following sections, does not require finding
and removing all the obstructing points inSin, and can be implemented in an active setting
using a small number of labels. The resulting active learning algorithm,MARMANN, has an
error guarantee competitive with that of the passive learner and a label complexity that can
be significantly lower. Our main result is the following guarantee forMARMANN.

Theorem 3.2. LetSin ∼ Dm, wherem ≥ max(6, |Y|), δ ∈ (0, 14 ). Let Ŝ be the output of

MARMANN(Uin, δ), whereŜ ⊆ X×Y, and letN̂ := |Ŝ|. Letĥ := hnn
Ŝ

andǫ̂ := err(ĥ, Sin),

and denotêG := GB(ǫ̂, N̂ , δ,m, 1). With a probability of1− δ overSin and randomness of
MARMANN,

err(ĥ,D) ≤ 2Ĝ ≤ O
(

min
t>0:N (t)<m

GB(ν(t),N (t), δ,m, 1)

)

,

and the number of labels fromSin requested byMARMANN is at most

O

(

log(
1

δ
)

(

log2(m) log(m/(δĜ))

Ĝ
+mĜ

))

.
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HereO(·) hides only universal numerical constants.

To observe the advantages ofMARMANN over a passive learner, consider a scenario in
which the upper boundGB of Theorem 3.1, as well as the Bayes error ofD, are of order
Θ(1/

√
m). ThenĜ = Θ(1/

√
m) as well. Therefore,MARMANN obtains a prediction

error guarantee ofΘ(1/
√
m), similarly to the passive learner, but it uses onlyΘ̃(

√
m) labels

instead ofm. Moreover, no learner that selects labels randomly fromSin can compete with
MARMANN: Theorem B.1 adapts an argument of Devroye et al. [1996] to show that for
any passive learner that usesΘ̃(

√
m) random labels fromSin, there exists a distributionD

with the above properties, for which the prediction error ofthe passive learner in this case
is Ω̃(m−1/4), a decay rate which is almost quadratically slower than theO(1/

√
m) rate

achieved byMARMANN. Thus, the guarantees ofMARMANN cannot be matched by any
passive learner.

MARMANN operates as follows. First, a scalet̂ > 0 is selected, by callinĝt ←
SelectScale(δ), whereSelectScale is our model selection procedure.SelectScale has access
to Uin, and queries labels fromSin as necessary. It estimates the generalization error bound
GB for several different scales, and executes a procedure similar to binary search to identify
a good scale. The binary search keeps the number of estimations (and thus requested labels)
small. Crucially, our estimation procedure is designed to prevent the search from spending a
number of labels that depends on the net size of the smallest possible scalet, so that the total
label complexity ofMARMANN depends only on error of the selectedt̂. Second, the selected
scalet̂ is used to generate the compression set by callingŜ ← GenerateNNSet(t̂, [N (t̂)], δ),
whereGenerateNNSet is our compression set generation procedure. For clarity ofpresen-
tation, we first introduce in Section 4 the procedureGenerateNNSet, which determines the
compression set for a given scale, and then in Section 5, we describe howSelectScale chooses
the appropriate scale.

4 Active nearest-neighbor at a given scale

The passive learner of Gottlieb et al. [2014a, 2016b] generates a compression set by first
finding and removing fromSin all points that obstruct(ν, t)-separation at a given scalet > 0.
We propose below a different approach for generating a compression set, which seems more
conducive to active learning: as we show below, it also also generates a low-error nearest
neighbor rule, just like the passive approach. At the same time, it allows us to estimate the
error on many different scales using few label queries. A small technical difference, which
will be evident below, is that in this new approach, examplesin the compression set might
have a different label than their original label inSin. Standard sample compression analysis
[e.g. Graepel et al., 2005] assumes that the classifier is determined by a small number of
labeled examples fromSin. This does not allow the examples in the compression set to have
a different label than their original label inSin. Therefore, we require a slight generalization
of previous compression analysis, which allows setting arbitrary labels for examples that are
assigned to the compression set. The following theorem quantifies the effect of this change
on generalization.

Theorem 4.1. Let m ≥ |Y| be an integer,δ ∈ (0, 14 ). Let Sin ∼ Dm. With probability
at least1 − δ, if there existN < m and S ⊆ (X × Y)N such thatU(S) ⊆ Uin and
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ǫ := err(hnnS , Sin) ≤ 1
2 , thenerr(hnnS ,D) ≤ GB(ǫ,N, δ,m, |Y|) ≤ 2GB(ǫ,N, 2δ,m, 1).

The proof is similar to that of standard sample compression schemes. It is provided in
Appendix C for completeness. If the compression set includes only the original labels, the
compression analysis of Gottlieb et al. [2016b] gives the boundGB(ǫ,N, δ,m, 1). Thus the
effect of allowing the labels to change is only logarithmic in |Y|, and does not appreciably
degrade the prediction error.

We now describe the generation of the compression set for a given scalet > 0. Recall that
ν(t) is the smallest value for whichSin is (ν, t)-separated. We define two compression sets.
The first one, denotedSa(t), represents an ideal compression set, which induces an empirical
error of at mostν(t), but calculating it might require many labels. The second compression
set, denoted̂Sa(t), represents an approximation toSa(t), which can be constructed using a
small number of labels, and induces a sample error of at most4ν(t) with high probability.
MARMANN constructs onlŷSa(t), whileSa(t) is defined for the sake of analysis only.

We first define the ideal setSa(t) := {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN)}. The examples inSa(t)
are the points inNet(Uin, t/2), and the label of each example is the majority label out of the
examples inSin to whichxi is closest. Formally,{x1, . . . , xN} := Net(Uin, t/2), and for
i ∈ [N ], yi := argmaxy∈Y |Sy ∩ Pi|, wherePi = {x ∈ X | κ(x,Net(U, t/2)) = i} ∈
Par(Uin, t/2). For i ∈ [N ], letΛi := Syi ∩ Pi. The following lemma bounds the empirical
error ofhnnSa(t)

.

Lemma 4.2. For everyt > 0, err(hnnSa(t)
, Sin) ≤ ν(t).

Proof. SinceNet(Uin, t/2) is at/2-net,diam(P ) ≤ t for anyP ∈ Par(Uin, t/2). Let S̃ ⊆ S
be a subsample that witnesses the(ν(t), t)-separation ofS, so that|S̃| ≥ m(1 − ν(t)), and
for any two points(x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ S̃, if ρ(x, x′) ≤ t theny = y′. DenoteŨ := U(S̃).
SincemaxP∈Par(Uin,t/2) diam(P ) ≤ t, for anyi ∈ [N ] all the points inŨ ∩Pi must have the
same label iñS. Therefore,∃y ∈ Y such thatŨ ∩ Pi ⊆ S̃y ∩ Pi. Hence|Ũ ∩ Pi| ≤ |Λi|. It
follows

m · (hnnSa(t)
, Sin) ≤ |S| −

∑

i∈[N ]

|Λi| ≤ |S| −
∑

i∈[N ]

|Ũ ∩ Pi| = |S| − |S̃| = m · ν(t).

Dividing bym we get the statement of the theorem.

Now, calculatingSa(t) requires knowing most of the labels inSin. MARMANN con-
structs instead an approximationŜa(t), in which the examples are the points inNet(Uin, t/2)
(so thatU(Ŝa(t)) = U(Sa(t)) ), but the labels are determined using a bounded number
of labels requested fromSin. The labels inŜa(t) are calculated by the simple procedure
GenerateNNSet given in Alg. 1. The empirical error of the output ofGenerateNNSet is
bounded in Theorem 4.3 below.1

A technicality in Alg. 1 requires explanation: InMARMANN, the generation of̂Sa(t)
will be split into several calls toGenerateNNSet, so that different calls determine the labels

1In the case of binary labels (|Y| = 2), the problem of estimatingSa(t) can be formulated as a special case
of the benign noise setting for parametric active learning,for which tight lower and upper bounds are provided in
Hanneke and Yang [2015]. However, our case is both more general (as we allow multiclass labels) and more specific
(as we are dealing with a specific hypothesis class). Thus we provide our own procedure and analysis.
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of different points inŜa(t). ThereforeGenerateNNSet has an additional argumentI, which
specifies the indices of the points inNet(Uin, t/2) for which the labels should be returned
this time. Crucially, if during the run ofMARMANN, GenerateNNSet is called again for the
same scalet and the same point inNet(Uin, t/2), thenGenerateNNSet returns the same label
that it returned before, rather than recalculating it usingfresh labels fromSin. This guarantees
that despite the randomness inGenerateNNSet, the full Ŝa(t) is well-defined within any sin-
gle run ofMARMANN, and is distributed like the output ofGenerateNNSet(t, [N (t/2)], δ),
which is convenient for the analysis.

Algorithm 1 GenerateNNSet(t, I, δ)

input Scalet > 0, a target setI ⊆ [N (t/2)], confidenceδ ∈ (0, 1).
output A labeled setS ⊆ X × Y of size|I|
{x1, . . . , xN} ← Net(Uin, t/2), {P1, . . . , PN} ← Par(Uin, t/2), S ← ()
for i ∈ I do

if ŷi has not already been calculated forUin with this values oft then
DrawQ :=

⌈

18 log(2m3/δ)
⌉

points uniformly at random fromPi and query their
labels.
Let ŷi be the majority label observed in theseQ queries.

end if
S ← S ∪ {(xi, ŷi)}.

end for
OutputS

Theorem 4.3. Let Ŝa(t) be the output ofGenerateNNSet(t, [N (t/2)], δ). With a probability
at least1− δ

2m2 , we haveerr(hnnS , Sin) ≤ 4ν(t). Denote this event byE(t).

Proof. By Lemma 4.2,err(hnnSa(t)
, Sin) ≤ ν(t). In Sa(t), the labels assigned to each point in

Net(Uin, t/2) are the majority labels (based onSin) of the points in the regions inPar(Uin, t/2).
Denote the majority label for regionPi by yi := argmaxy∈Y |Sy ∩ Pi|. We now compare
these labels to the labelŝyi assigned by Alg. 1. Letp(i) = |Λi|/|Pi| be the fraction of points
in Pi which are labeld by the majority labelyi. Let p̂(i) be the fraction of labels equal to
yi out of those queried by Alg. 1 in roundi. Let β := 1/6. By Hoeffding’s inequality and
union bounds, we have that with a probability of at least1−N (t/2) exp(− Q

18 ) ≥ 1 − δ
2m2 ,

we havemaxi∈[N (t/2)] |p̂(i)− p(i)| ≤ β. Denote this “good” event byE′. We now prove
thatE′ ⇒ E(t). Let J ⊆ [N (t/2)] = {i | p̂(i) > 1

2}. It can be easily seen thatŷi = yi
for all i ∈ J . Therefore, for allx such thatκ(x,U(Sa(t))) ∈ J , hnnS (x) = hnnSa(t)

(x), and
henceerr(hnnS , Uin) ≤ PX∼Uin [κ(X,U(Sa(t))) /∈ J ] + err(hnnSa(t)

, Uin). The second term is
at mostν(t), and it remains to bound the first term, on the condition thatE′ holds. We have
PX∼U [κ(X,U(Sa(t))) /∈ J ] = 1

m

∑

i/∈J |Pi|. If E′ holds, then for anyi /∈ J , p(i) ≤ 1
2 + β,

therefore|Pi| − |Λi| = (1− p(i))|Pi| ≥ (12 − β)|Pi|. Therefore

1− 1

m

∑

i/∈J
|Λi| ≥

1

m

∑

i/∈J
|Pi|(12 − β) = PX∼U [κ(X,U(Sa(t))) /∈ J ](12 − β).

On the other hand, as in the proof of Lemma 4.2,1 − 1
m

∑

i∈[N (t/2)] |Λi| ≤ ν(t). Thus,
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underE′, PX∼U [κ(X,S) /∈ J ] ≤ ν(t)
1
2−β

= 3ν(t). It follows that underE′, err(hnnS , Uin) ≤
4ν(t).

5 Model Selection

We now show how to select the scalet̂ that will be used to generate the output nearest-
neighbor rule. The main challenge is to do this with a low label complexity: Generating the
full classification rule for scalet requires a number of labels that depends onN (t), which
might be very large. We would like the label complexity ofMARMANN to depend only on
N (t̂) (wheret̂ is the selected scale), which is of the ordermĜ. Therefore, during model
selection we can only invest a bounded number of labels in each tested scale. In addition, to
keep the label complexity low, we cannot test all scales.

For t > 0, let Ŝa(t) be the model thatMARMANN would generate if the selected scale
were set tot. Our model selection procedure performs a search, similar to binary search, over
the possible scales. For each tested scalet, the procedure estimatesǫ(t) := err(hnn

Ŝa(t)
, S)

within a certain accuracy, using an estimation procedure wecall EstimateErr. EstimateErr

outputs an estimatêǫ(t) of ǫ(t), up to a given accuracyθ > 0, using labels requested from
Sin. It draws random examples fromSin, asks for their label, and callsGenerateNNSet
(which also might request labels) to find the prediction error of hnn

Ŝa(t)
on these random exam-

ples. The estimatêǫ(t) is set to this prediction error. The number of random examples drawn
by EstimateErr is determined based on the accuracyθ, using empirical Bernstein bounds
[Maurer and Pontil, 2009]. Theorem 5.1 gives a guarantee forthe accuracy and label com-
plexity of EstimateErr. The full implementation ofEstimateErr and the proof of Theorem
5.1 are deferred to Appendix D.

Theorem 5.1. Let t, θ > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1), and letǫ̂(t) ← EstimateErr(t, θ, δ). LetQ be
as defined in Alg. 1. The following properties (which we denote below byV (t)) hold with a
probability of1− δ

2m2 over the randomness ofEstimateErr (and conditioned on̂Sa(t)).

1. If ǫ̂(t) ≤ θ, thenǫ(t) ≤ 5θ/4. Otherwise,4ǫ(t)5 ≤ ǫ̂(t) ≤ 4ǫ(t)
3 .

2. EstimateErr requests at most(Q + 1)min(208 log(1664m2/(δθ))
θ , 130 log(40m2/(δǫ(t)))

ǫ(t) )
labels.

The model selection procedureSelectScale, given in Alg. 2, implements its search based
on the guarantees in Theorem 5.1. First, we introduce some notation. LetG∗ = mintGB(ν(t),N (t), δ,m, 1).
We would likeMARMANN to obtain a generalization guarantee that is competitive withG∗.
Denoteφ(t) := (N (t)+1) log(m)+ log(1δ ))/m, and letG(ǫ, t) := ǫ+ 2

3φ(t)+
3√
2

√

ǫφ(t).

Note that for allǫ, t,

GB(ǫ,N (t), δ,m, 1) =
m

m−N (t)
G(ǫ, t).

When referring toG(ν(t), t), G(ǫ(t), t), or G(ǫ̂(t), t) we omit the secondt for brevity. In-
stead of directly optimizingGB, we will select a scale based on our estimateG(ǫ̂(t)) of
G(ǫ(t)).
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Algorithm 2 SelectScale(δ)

input δ ∈ (0, 1)
output Scalet̂
T ← Distmon, #T maintains the current set of possible scales
while T 6= ∅ do
t← the median value inT # break ties arbitrarily
ǫ̂(t)← EstimateErr(t, φ(t), δ).
if ǫ̂(t) < φ(t) then
T ← T \ [0, t] # go right in the binary search

else if ǫ̂(t) > 11
10φ(t) then

T ← T \ [t,∞) # go left in the binary search
else
t0 ← t, T0 ← {t0}.
break from loop

end if
end while
if T0 was not set yetthen

If the algorithm ever went to the right, lett0 be the last value for which this happened,
and letT0 := {t0}. Otherwise,T0 := ∅.

end if
Let TL be the set of allt that were tested and made the search go left
Outputt̂ := argmint∈TL∪T0

G(ǫ̂(t))

Let Dist denote the set of pairwise distances in the unlabeled dataset Uin (note that
|Dist| <

(

m
2

)

). We remove fromDist some distances, so that the remaining distances have a
net sizeN (t) that is monotone non-increasing int. We also remove values with a very large
net size. Concretely, define

Distmon := Dist \ {t | N (t) + 1 > m/2} \ {t | ∃t′ ∈ Dist, t′ < t andN (t′) < N (t)}.

Then for all t, t′ ∈ Distmon such thatt′ < t, we haveN (t′) ≥ N (t). The output of
SelectScale is always a value inDistmon. The following lemma shows that it suffices to
consider these scales.

Lemma 5.2. Assumem ≥ 6 and lett∗m ∈ argmint∈DistG(ν(t)). If G∗ ≤ 1/3 thent∗m ∈
Distmon.

Proof. Assume by way of contradiction thatt∗m ∈ Dist \Distmon. First, sinceG(ν(t∗m)) ≤
G∗ ≤ 1/3 we have N (t∗m)+1

m−N (t∗m) log(m) ≤ 1
2 . Therefore, sincem ≥ 6, it is easy to verify

N (t∗m) + 1 ≤ m/2. Therefore, by definition ofDistmon there exists at ≤ t∗m with φ(t) <
φ(t∗m). Sinceν(t) is monotone over all oft ∈ Dist, we also haveν(t) ≤ ν(t∗m). Now,
φ(t) < φ(t∗m) andν(t) ≤ ν(t∗m) together imply thatG(ν(t)) < G(ν(t∗m)), a contradiction.
Hence,t∗m ∈ Distmon.

SelectScale follows a search similar to binary search, however the conditions for going
right and for going left are not complementary. The search ends when either none of these

9



two conditions hold, or when there is nothing left to try. Thefinal output of the algorithm is
based on minimizingG(ǫ̂(t)) over some of the values tested during search.

For c > 0, defineγ(c) := 1 + 2
3c +

3√
2c

andγ̃(c) := 1
c +

2
3 + 3√

2c
. For all t, ǫ > 0 we

have the implications

ǫ ≥ cφ(t) ⇒ γ(c)ǫ ≥ G(ǫ, t) and φ(t) ≥ cǫ ⇒ γ̃(c)φ(t) ≥ G(ǫ, t). (1)

The following lemma uses Eq. (1) to show that the estimateG(ǫ̂(t)) is close to the true
G(ǫ(t)).

Lemma 5.3. Lett > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1), and suppose thatSelectScale calls ǫ̂(t)← EstimateErr(t, φ(t), δ).
Suppose thatV (t) as defined in Theorem 5.1 holds. Then1

6G(ǫ̂(t)) ≤ G(ǫ(t)) ≤ 6.02G(ǫ̂(t)).

Proof. UnderV (t), we have that if̂ǫ(t) < φ(t) thenǫ(t) ≤ 5
4φ(t). In this case,G(ǫ(t)) ≤

γ̃(4/5)φ(t) ≤ 4.01φ(t), by Eq. (1). ThereforeG(ǫ(t)) ≤ 3·4.01
2 G(ǫ̂(t)). In addition,

G(ǫ(t)) ≥ 2
3φ(t) (from the definition ofG), and by Eq. (1) and̃γ(1) ≤ 4, φ(t) ≥ 1

4G(ǫ̂(t)).
ThereforeG(ǫ(t)) ≥ 1

6G(ǫ̂(t)). On the other hand, if̂ǫ(t) ≥ φ(t), then by Theorem 5.1
4
5ǫ(t) ≤ ǫ̂(t) ≤ 4

3ǫ(t). ThereforeG(ǫ̂(t)) ≤ 4
3G(ǫ(t)) andG(ǫ(t)) ≤ 5

4G(ǫ̂(t)). Taking the
worst-case of both possibilities, we get the bounds in the lemma.

The next theorem bounds the label complexity ofSelectScale. Let Ttest ⊆ Distmon be
the set of scales that are tested duringSelectScale (that is, their̂ǫ(t) was estimated).

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that the eventV (t) defined in Theorem 5.1 holds for allt ∈ Ttest for
the callsǫ̂(t)← EstimateErr(t, φ(t), δ). If the output ofSelectScale is t̂, then the number of
labels requested bySelectScale is at most3210|Ttest|(Q + 1)(log( 1

δG(ǫ(t̂))
) + 10)/G(ǫ(t̂)),

whereQ is as defined in Alg. 1.

Proof. The only labels used by the procedure are those used by calls to EstimateErr. From
Theorem 5.1 we have that the total number of labels in all the calls to EstimateErr in
SelectScale is at most|Ttest|(Q + 1)L, where

L = max
t∈Ttest

min(208 log(
832

δφ(t)
)/φ(t), 130 log(

20

δǫ(t)
)/ǫ(t)).

Settingψ := mint∈Ttest max(φ(t), ǫ(t)), we haveL ≤ 208 log(832δψ )/ψ.

We now upper boundψ usingG(ǫ(t̂)). By Lemma 5.3 and the choice oft̂, G(ǫ(t̂)) ≤
6.02G(ǫ̂(t̂)) = 6.02mint∈TL∪T0 G(ǫ̂(t)). From the definition ofG, for anyt > 0,G(ǫ̂(t)) ≤
γ(1)max(φ(t), ǫ̂(t)). ThereforeG(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ 11mint∈TL∪T0 max(φ(t), ǫ̂(t)). Consider now
t1 ∈ Ttest \ (TL ∪ T0). If such at1 exists, thent0 also exists: the only case in the procedure
in which t0 does not exist is if the search never went right, but thenTL = Ttest which
would contradict the existence oft1. Since the binary search went right ont1, we have
ǫ̂(t1) ≤ φ(t1). In addition,t0 ≥ t1, thus (sincet0, t1 ∈ Distmon) φ(t0) ≤ φ(t1). Therefore
φ(t0) ≤ max(φ(t1), ǫ̂(t1)). It follows that for any sucht1, mint∈TL∪T0 max(φ(t), ǫ̂(t)) ≤
max(φ(t1), ǫ̂(t1)). ThereforeG(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ 11mint∈Ttest max(φ(t), ǫ̂(t)). By Theorem 5.1,
ǫ̂(t) ≤ max(φ(t), 4ǫ(t)/3). ThereforeG(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ 11mint∈Ttest max(4ǫ(t)/3, φ(t)) ≤ 15ψ.
ThereforeL ≤ 3210(log( 1

δG(ǫ(t̂))
) + 10)/G(ǫ(t̂)).
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The following theorem provides a competitive error guarantee for the selected scalêt.

Theorem 5.5. Suppose thatV (t) andE(t), defined in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 4.3, hold
for all valuest ∈ Ttest, and thatG∗ ≤ 1/3. ThenSelectScale outputŝt ∈ Distmon such that

GB(ǫ(t̂),N (t̂), δ,m, 1) ≤ O(G∗),

whereO(·) hides numerical constants only.

The full proof of this theorem is given in Appendix E. The ideaof the proof is as follows:
First, we show (using Lemma 5.3) that it suffices to prove thatG(ν(t∗m)) ≥ O(G(ǫ̂(t̂))) to
derive the bound in the theorem. Now,SelectScale ends in one of two cases: eitherT0 is
set within the loop, orT = ∅ andT0 is set outside the loop. In the first case, neither of
the conditions for turning left and turning right holds fort0, so we havêǫ(t0) = Θ(φ(t0))
(whereΘ hides numerical constants). We show that in this case, whethert∗m ≥ t0 or t∗m ≤ t0,
G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ O(G(ǫ̂(t0))). In the second case, there exist (except for edge cases, which are
also handled) two valuest0 ∈ T0 and t1 ∈ TL such thatt0 caused the binary search to
go right, andt1 caused it to go left, and alsot0 ≤ t1, and(t0, t1) ∩ Distmon = ∅. We
use these facts to show that fort∗m ≥ t1, G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ O(G(ǫ̂(t1))), and for t∗m ≤ t0,
G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ O(G(ǫ̂(t0))). Sincet̂ minimizes over a set that includest0 andt1, this gives
G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ O(G(ǫ̂(t̂))) in all cases.

The proof of the main theorem, Theorem 3.2, which gives the guarantee forMARMANN,
is almost immediate from Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.3, Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.4. The
full proof is given in Appendix F.
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A A technical lemma

Lemma A.1 (comparison of two nets). Let t ≥ 0. Suppose thatM1,M2 are propert-nets of
A ⊆ X . Then|M1| ≤ 2ddim(A)|M2|.

Proof. Suppose that|M1| ≥ k|M2| for somek ∈ N. SinceM1 ⊆
⋃

x∈M2
ball(x, t), it

follows from the pigeonhole principle that at least one of the points inM2 must cover at
leastk points inM1. Thus, suppose thatx ∈ M2 covers the setZ = {z1, . . . , zk} ⊆ M1,
meaning thatZ ⊆ ball(x, t), where|Z| ≥ k. By virtue of belonging to thet-netM1, the
setZ is t-separated. Therefore, from the definition of the doubling dimension, we have
|Z| ≤ 2ddim(A).

B A lower bound for a passive learner

The following theorem lower bounds the performance of a passive learner that observes a
limited numberL of random labels fromSin. The numberL is chosen so that it is of the
same order as the number of labelsMARMANN observes for the case analyzed in Section 3.

Theorem B.1. Letm > 0 be an integer. Let(X , ρ) be a metric space such that for some
t̄ > 0, there is at̄-netT of X with |T | = Θ(

√
m). LetSin ∼ Dm, and letSL be a random

labeled sample of sizeL = Θ̃(
√
m) drawn uniformly at random fromSin. For any algorithm

that mapsSL to ĥL : X → Y, there exists a distributionD such that:

1. The Bayes error ofD isΘ(1/
√
m);

2. With at least constant probabilitymint>0:N (t)<mGB(ν(t),N (t), δ,m, 1) = Θ(1/
√
m),

anderr(ĥL,D) = Ω̃(1/m1/4).

Proof. We give here a proof sketch, and defer the full construction with the explicit constants
to the long version. We will prove a more general statement and then specialize it to match
the claim. LetT be at̄-net ofX and0 < ν̄ < 0.49 a parameter. For any passive learning
algorithm mapping i.i.d. samples of sizeL to hypotheseŝhL : X → {−1, 1}, we construct

13



an adversarial distributionD for which the Bayes error is̄ν, ν(t̄) = Θ(ν̄) holds with at least
constant probability, and

E[err(ĥL,D)] ≥ ν̄ +Ω

(
√

ν̄|T |
L

)

.

We accomplish this via the technique of Devroye et al. [1996,Theorem 14.5]. This technique
constructs a distributionD overT × {0, 1} as follows. The marginal distribution overT =
{

x1, . . . , x|T |
}

puts a mass of1−Θ(ν̄) onx1 ∈ T and spreads the remaining mass uniformly
over the other points. The “heavy” point has a deterministiclabel and the remaining “light”
points have noisy labels drawn from a random distribution with symmetric noise bounded
away from0 and1, in such a way that the Bayes-optimal risk is exactlyν̄. It is shown that
the expected excess risk isΩ(

√

|T |ν̄/L). It remains to show thatν(t̄) = Θ(ν̄) holds with at
least constant probability. This is easily established by Markov’s inequality. Indeed, since the
labels are independent with noise bounded away from0 and1, we expect a constant fraction
of the “light” sample points to have conflicting labels (in roughly equal proportions for each
point). Thus, with constant probability, it is both necessary and sufficient to remove aΘ(ν̄)
fraction of the sample in order to attain at̄-separable sub-sample. Henceν(t̄) = Θ(ν̄).

Now we specialize the result by takinḡν = 1/
√
m, which forces

E[err(ĥL,D)] ≥ ν̄ +Ω

(
√

ν̄|T |
L

)

≥ 1√
m

+ Ω̃

(

1

m1/4

)

= Ω̃(1/m1/4).

Markov’s inequality allows us to convert the expectation toa constant-probability bound. Fi-
nally, the generalization boundGB cannot be asymptotically smaller than the Bayes-optimal
error, and fort = t̄ andν(t̄) = Θ(ν̄), the two match up to constants.

C Sample compression with side information

We quantify the effect of side information on the generalization of sample compression
schemes.2 LetΣ be a finite alphabet, and define a mappingRecN : (X ×Y)N ×ΣN → YX .3

This is areconstructionfunction mapping a labeled sequence of sizeN with side information
T ∈ ΣN to a classifier. ForI ⊆ [|S|], denote byS[I] the subsequence ofS indexed byI. For
a labeled sampleS, define the set of possible hypotheses reconstructed from a compression of
S of sizeN with side information inΣ: HN (S) :=

{

h : X → Y | h = RecN (S[I], T ), I ∈ [m]N , T ∈ ΣN
}

.
The following result closely follows the sample compression arguments in Graepel et al.
[2005, Theorem 2], and Gottlieb et al. [2016b, Theorem 6], but incorporates side informa-
tion.

Theorem C.1. Letm be an integer andδ ∈ (0, 1). LetS ∼ Dm. With probability at least
1 − δ, if there existN < m andh ∈ HN (S) with ǫ := err(h, S) ≤ 1

2 , thenerr(h,D) ≤
GB(ǫ,N, δ,m, |Y|).

2A similar idea appears in Floyd and Warmuth [1995] for hypotheses with short description length.
3If X is infinite, replace{0, 1}X with the set of measurable functions fromX to {0, 1}.
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Proof. We recall a result of Dasgupta and Hsu [2008, Lemma 1]: ifp̂ ∼ Bin(n, p)/n and
δ > 0, then the following holds with probability at least1− δ:

p ≤ p̂+ 2

3n
log

1

δ
+

√

9p̂(1− p̂)
2n

log
1

δ
. (2)

Now fix N < m, and suppose thath ∈ HN (S) hasǫ̂ ≤ 1
2 . Let I ∈ [m]N , T ∈ ΣN such

thath = ParN (S[I], T ). We haveerr(h, S[[m] \ I]) ≤ ǫ̂m
m−N = θǫ̂. Substituting into (2)

p := err(h,D), n := m −N andp̂ := err(h, S[[m] \ I]) ≤ θǫ̂, yields that for a fixedS[I]
and a randomS[[m] \ I] ∼ Dm−N , with probability at least1− δ,

err(h,D) ≤ θǫ̂+ 2

3(m−N)
log

1

δ
+

√

9θǫ̂

2(m−N)
log

1

δ
. (3)

To make (3) hold simultaneously for all(I, T ) ∈ [m]N × ΣN , divide δ by (m|Σ|)N . To
make the claim hold for allN ∈ [m], stratify (as in Graepel et al. [2005, Lemma 1]) over the
(fewer than)m possible choices ofN , which amounts to dividingδ by an additional factor
of m.

ForMARMANN, we use the following sample compression scheme withΣ = Y. Given
a subsequenceS′ := S[I] := (x′1, . . . , x

′
N ) andT = (t1, . . . , tN ) ∈ YN , the reconstruction

functionRecN (S[I], T ) generates the nearest-neighbor rule induced by the labeledsample
ψ(S′, T ) := ((x′i, ti))i∈[N ]. Formally,RecN (S′, T ) = hnnψ(S′,T ). Theorem 4.1 now follows
as a corollary of Theorem C.1. Note the slight abuse of notation: formally, theyi in Sa(t)
should be encoded as side informationT , but for clarity, we have opted to “relabel” the
examples{x1, . . . , xN} as dictated by the majority in each region.

D Estimating the error for a given scale

We give here the full procedureEstimateErr, which is used bySelectScale, and prove Theo-
rem 5.1. To estimate the error, we sample random labeled examples fromSin, and check the
prediction error ofhnn

Ŝa(t)
on these examples. The prediction error ofhnn

Ŝa(t)
on a random la-

beled example fromSin is an independent Bernoulli variable with expectationerr(hnn
Ŝa(t)

, Sin).

EstimateErr is implemented using the following procedure,EstBer, which estimates the ex-
pectation of a Bernoulli random variable with respect to an accuracy parameterθ, using a
small number of random independent Bernoulli experiment. Let B1, B2, . . . ∈ {0, 1} be
i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables. For an integern, denotêpn = 1

n

∑n
i=1 Bi. The estimation

procedureEstBer is given in Alg. 3. We prove a guarantee for this procedure in Lemma D.1.

Lemma D.1. Let δ ∈ (0, 1), θ > 0, β ≥ 7. LetB1, B2, . . . ∈ {0, 1} be i.i.d Bernoulli
random variables with expectationp. Letpo be the output ofEstBer(θ, β, δ). The following

holds with a probability of1− δ, wheref(β) := 1 + 8
3β +

√

2
β .

1. If po ≤ θ, p ≤ f(β)θ. Otherwise, p
f(β) ≤ po ≤

p
2−f(β) .
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Algorithm 3 EstBer(θ, β, δ)

input A threshold parameterθ > 0, a budget parameterβ ≥ 7, confidenceδ ∈ (0, 1)
S ← {B1, . . . , B4}
K ← max(16, 4βθ log(16βδθ ))
for i = 3 : ⌈log2(log(4K/δ)β/θ)⌉ do
n← 2i

S ← S ∪ {Bn/2+1, . . . , Bn}.
if p̂n > β log(4n/δ)/n then

break
end if

end for
Outputp̂n.

2. The number of random draws inEstBer is at mostno ≤ βmin(
2 log( 4K

δ
)

θ ,
4f(β) log( 16f(β)

δp
)

p ).

whereK = max(16, 4βθ log(16βδθ )).

Proof. First, consider any single roundi with n = 2i. By the empirical Bernstein bound
[Maurer and Pontil, 2009, Theorem 4], with a probability of1− δ/n, for n ≥ 8,

|p̂n − p| ≤
8 log(4n/δ)

3n
+

√

2p̂n log(4n/δ)

n
. (4)

Defineg := (β + 8/3 +
√
2β), so thatf(β) = g/β. Conditioned on Eq. (4), there are two

cases:

1. p̂n < β log(4n/δ)/n. In this case, it followsp ≤ g log(4n/δ)/n.

2. The complementary case. In this case, it follows thatn ≥ β log(4n/δ)/p̂n. Thus, by
Eq. (4),|p̂n − p| ≤ p̂n( 8

3β +
√

2/β) = p̂n(g/β − 1). Thereforeβpg ≤ p̂n ≤
p

2−g/β .

Taking a union bound on all the rounds, we have that the guarantee holds for all rounds with
a probability of at least1− δ.

Condition now on the event that these guarantees all hold. First, we prove the label
complexity bound. Note that sinceK ≥ 16, 2 log(4K) > 8, therefore there is always
at least one round. Letno be the value ofn in the last round the algorithm runs, and let
po = p̂no

. Suppose that the algorithm reaches roundi. To reach roundi + 1, it must have
p̂n ≤ β log(4n/δ)/n for n = 2i, thereforeβpg ≤ p̂n ≤ p

2−g/β , which meansp ≤ gp̂n/β ≤
g log(4n/δ)/n. Therefore, if the algorithm reaches roundi + 1, n ≤ g log(4n/δ)/p. It
follows thatno ≤ 4g log(16g/(δp))/p. In addition, the algorithm clearly uses at mostno ≤
2 log(4K/δ)β/θ random draws. Thereforeno ≤ min(2 log(4K/δ)β/θ, 4g log(16g/(δp))/p).

Now, we prove the accuracy of the output. Elementary calculus shows thatK ≥ 2 log(4K/δ)β/θ ≥
no, for any possible value ofno. Therefore, Ifpo > β log(4K/δ)/no thenβpg ≤ po ≤

p
2−g/β ,

since this is case 2 above. The only way that case 1 might hold for po is if the algorithm runs
until the last possible round, andpo ≤ β log(4no/δ)/no. In this case, since this is the last
round,no ≥ log(4K/δ)β/θ, sopo ≤ θ and by case 1,p < g log(4no/δ)/no ≤ f(β)θ.
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Examining the two cases, observe that ifpo ≤ θ, then in both case 1 and case 2,p ≤
gθ/β. Otherwise, we must be in case 2. Therefore: Ifpo ≤ θ, p ≤ gθ/β. Otherwise,
βp
g ≤ po ≤

p
2−g/β .

The procedureEstimateErr(t, θ, δ) is then implemented by callingEstBer(θ, 52, δ/(2m2)),
where the random variablesBi are independent copies of the Bernoulli variableB := I[hnn

Ŝa(t)
(X) 6=

Y ], where(X,Y ) ∼ Sin. To get the value of a singleBi, the following procedure is per-
formed: Sample a random pair(x′, y′) from Sin, set i := κ(x′,Net(Uin, t/2)), and get
S ← GenerateNNSet(t, {i}, δ). This returnsS = ((xi, ŷi)) whereŷi is the label ofxi in
Ŝa(t). ThenBi := I[ŷi 6= y′]. Note thatBi is indeed distributed likeB, andE[B] = ǫ(t).
Theorem 5.1 is thus an immediate corollary of Lemma D.1 and the said implementation of
EstimateErr, where we notice that settingβ = 52 impliesf(β) ≤ 5/4.

E Proof of Theorem 5.5

Proof of Theorem 5.5.First, note that it suffices to show that there is a constantC, such that
for the outputt̂ of SelectScale, we haveG(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ CG(ν(t∗m)). This is because of the
following argument: From Lemma 5.2 we have that ifG∗ ≤ 1/3, thent∗m ∈ Distmon. Now

G∗ =
m

m−N (t∗)
G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ G(ν(t∗m)).

And, if we have the guarantee onG(ǫ(t̂)) andG∗ ≤ 1/3 we will have

GB(ǫ(t̂),N (t̂), δ,m, 1) =
m

m−N (t̂)
G(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ 2G(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ CG(ν(t∗m))/2 ≤ CG∗/2.

(5)
We now prove the existence of such a guarantee and setC. Denote the two conditions

checked inSelectScale during the binary search by Condition 1:ǫ̂(t) < φ(t) and Condition
2: ǫ̂(t) > 11

10φ(t). The procedure ends in one of two ways: eitherT0 is set within the loop
(Case 1), orT = ∅ andT0 is set outside the loop (Case 2). We analyze each case separately.

In Case 1, none of the conditions 1 and 2 hold fort0. Thereforeφ(t0) ≤ ǫ̂(t0) ≤ 11
10φ(t0).

Therefore, by Eq. (1),φ(t0) ≥ G(ǫ̂(t0))/γ̃(
10
11 ). By Theorem 5.1, sincêǫ(t0) > φ(t0),

3
4φ(t0) ≤ ǫ(t0) ≤ 55

40φ(t0). Supposet∗m ≥ t0, thenG(ν(t∗m)) ≥ ν(t∗m) ≥ ν(t0) ≥ 1
4ǫ(t0) ≥

3
16φ(t0). here we usedǫ(t0) ≤ 4ν(t0) by Theorem 4.3. Therefore, from Eq. (1) and Lemma
5.3,

G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ 3

16γ̃
(

40
55

)G(ǫ(t0)) ≥
1
2

16γ̃(4055 )
G(ǫ̂(t0)).

Now, supposet∗m < t0, thenG(ν(t∗m)) ≥ 2
3φ(t

∗
m) ≥ 2

3φ(t0) ≥ 2
3γ̃( 10

11 )
G(ǫ̂(t0)). In this

inequality we used the fact thatt∗m, t0 ∈ Distmon, henceφ(t∗m) ≥ φ(t0). Combining the two
possibilities fort∗m, we have in Case 1,

G(ǫ̂(t0)) ≤ max(32γ̃(
40

55
),
3γ̃(1011 )

2
)G(ν(t∗m)).
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Sincet̂ minimizesG(ǫ̂(t)) on a set that includest0, we have, using Lemma 5.3G(ǫ(t̂)) ≤
6.02G(ǫ̂(t̂)) ≤ 6.02G(ǫ̂(t0)). Therefore in Case 1,

G(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ 6.02max(32γ̃(
40

55
),
3γ̃(1011 )

2
)G(ν(t∗m)). (6)

In Case 2, the binary search halted without satisfying condition 1 nor condition 2 and
with T = ∅. Let t0 be as defined in this case inSelectScale(if it exists), and lett1 be the
smallest value inTL (if it exists). At least one of these values must exist. If both values exist,
we havet0 ≤ t1 and(t0, t1) ∩Distmon = ∅.

If t0 exists, it is the last value for which the search went right. We thus havêǫ(t0) < φ(t0).
If t∗m ≤ t0, from condition 1 ont0 and Eq. (1) withγ̃(1) ≤ 4, G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ 2

3φ(t
∗
m) ≥

2
3φ(t0) ≥ 1

6G(ǫ̂(t0)). Here we used the monotonicity ofφ on t∗m, t0 ∈ Distmon, and Eq. (1)
applied to condition 1 fort0.

If t1 exists, the search went left ont1, thusǫ̂(t1) > 11
10φ(t1). By Theorem 5.1, it follows

that ǫ̂(t1) ≤ 4
3ǫ(t). Therefore ift∗m ≥ t1,

G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ ν(t∗m) ≥ ν(t1) ≥
1

4
ǫ(t1) ≥

3

16
ǫ̂(t1) ≥

3

16γ(11/10)
G(ǫ̂(t1)).

Here we usedǫ(t1) ≤ 4ν(t1) by Theorem 4.3 and Eq. (1). Combining the two cases fort∗m,
we get that ift0 exists andt∗m ≤ t0, or t1 exists andt∗m ≥ t1,

G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ min(
1

6
,

3

16γ(11/10)
) min
t∈TE

G(ǫ̂(t)).

where we defineTE = {t ∈ {t0, t1} | t exists}. We now show that this covers all possible
values fort∗m: If both t0, t1 exist, then since(t0, t1) ∩ Distmon = ∅, it is impossible to
havet∗m ∈ (t0, t1). If only t0 exists, then the search never went left, which meanst0 =
max(Distmon), thust∗m ≤ t0. If only t1 exists, then the search never went right, which
meanst1 = min(Distmon), thust∗m ≥ t1.

Sincet̂ minimizesG(ǫ̂(t)) on a set that hasTE as a subset, we have, using Lemma 5.3
G(ǫ(t̂)) ≤ 6.02G(ǫ̂(t̂)) = 6.02mint∈TE

G(ǫ̂(t)). Therefore in Case 2,

G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ 1

6.02
min(

1

6
,

3

16γ(11/10)
)G(ǫ(t̂)). (7)

From Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) we get that in both cases

G(ν(t∗m)) ≥ 1

6.02
min(

1

6
,

3

16γ(11/10)
,

2

3γ̃(10/11)
,

1

32γ̃(4055 )
)G(ǫ(t̂)) ≥ G(ǫ(t̂))/796.

Combining this with Eq. (5) we get the statement of the theorem.

F Proof of main theorem: Theorem 3.2

Proof of Theorem 3.2.We have|Distmon| ≤
(

m
2

)

. By a union bound, the eventsE(t) and
V (t) of Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 5.1 hold for allt ∈ Ttest ⊆ Distmon with a probability of
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at least1− δ/2. Under these events, we have by Theorem 5.5 that ifG∗ ≤ 1/3,

GB(ǫ(t̂),N (t̂), δ,m, 1) ≤ O
(

min
t

GB(ν(t),N (t), δ,m, 1)
)

.

By Theorem 4.1, with a probability at least1−δ/2, if ǫ(t̂) ≤ 1
2 thenerr(ĥ,D) ≤ 2GB(ǫ(t̂),N (t̂), δ,m, 1).

The statement of the theorem follows. Note that the statement trivially holds forG∗ ≥ 1/3
and forǫ(t̂) ≥ 1

2 , thus these conditions can be removed. To bound the label complexity, note
that the total number of labels used byMARMANN is at most the number of labels used by
SelectScale plus the number of labels used byGenerateNNSet when the final compression
set is generated. By Theorem 5.4, when usingδ/(2|Distmon|) instead ofδ, the number of la-
bels used bySelectScale is at most3210|Ttest|(Q+1)(log(2|Distmon|

δG(ǫ(t̂))
)+10)/G(ǫ(t̂)), where

Q = O(log(m/δ)). In addition,G(ǫ(t̂)) ≥ GB(ǫ(t̂),N (t̂), δ,m, 1) = Ĝ. The binary search
in SelectScale tests at most|Ttest| ≤ ⌊log2(|Distmon|) + 1⌋ ≤ 2 log2(m) values. Therefore

the number of labels used bySelectScale is at mostO
(

log(m) · log(mδ ) · log( mδĜ )/Ĝ
)

. The

number of labels used byGenerateNNSet is at mostQN (t̂), whereQ = O(log(m/δ)), and
from the definition ofĜ,N (t̂) ≤ O(mĜ/ log(m)). Summing up the number of labels used
bySelectScale and the number used byGenerateNNSet, this gives the bound in the statement
of the theorem.
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